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The skill and touch of the sculptor can transform
any number of materials into awakening shapes
and forms that lure light and shadow across
varied surfaces. Julia Vance’s sculpture adds
another distinctive flair by transforming traditional calligraphy, normally considered a two
dimentional presentation of letter shapes, into
block sand forms more familiar to Jean Arp and
Isamu Noguchi. Her sculptural fascination with
calligraphy is the result of a decade and more
of perfecting this exquisite ancient art form on
surfaces of paper, stone and glass.
Within the past few years she has fused the two
artistic disciplines with exhilarating liveliness
and subtle warmth. The result of her poetic descriptions capture the lyrical heft of weight and
the feeling of unyielding, yet powerful grace.
The beaming white Carrara marble sculptures
are brightly luminous and unexpectedly cool,
even in the heat of a Tuscany afternoon in July.
Suddenly these other shapes appear not by surprise but by familiar feel and touch.
My first meeting with Julia was in a corner of
Studio Sem, a renowned and special gathering
place for artisans and sculptors, in Pietrasanta.
Armed with a sanding machine, she was shaping a large piece of marble taken a few months
earlier from a mountainside quarry where

Michaelangelo selected the marble for many
of his most famous works. The shaved white
marble mountainside, which seems from a
distance to be snow covered with marble slabs,
has provided the world with some of its most
magnificent sculptures.
The piece she was working on at the time is entitled ‘VI’. After hearing Julia’s personal, poetic
description of the piece in its three dimensional
calligraphic form, my wife and I immediately
knew we wanted to own it. In a moment of joyful, justifying irony for Julia as well as the two
of us,’VI’ was the first piece of sculpture Julia
had sold and the first piece of sculpture we had
purchased. Julia’s description of ‘VI’ adds to its
magic as well as our own compelling reasons
for wanting to live with it forever.
“The two letters in the word ‘VI’ (‘vi’ means ‘us’
in Norwegian), is what this sculpture is physically made up of. The two capitals are for me the
two people who together can make an ‘us’. They
are not on their own here, but form a unity,
slightly overlapping each other comfortably. The
letters are laying down on their tops, or stems,
continue up and around to the marble’s underside, where they grow together into one. As they
arrive up again below the letters they are now
like a thick blanket covering themselves. They

are in themselves protected, taking care of their
togetherness. The blanket looks soft, but is also
tight and there is no space for anyone else to
slip into this unity. The unity can be seen from
inside or outside. For me it is a great difference
in where you are viewing this togetherness
from, whether you are one of ‘us’ or looking at
‘them’.”

ing an aurora of grace beyond the finite limits of
whatever medium she chooses. This is someone
who has already achieved powerful demonstrations of her new connectivity in three dimensions. It is exhilarating to imagine who and what
will emerge from marble and stone, and the host
of other materials that will flow from her chisels
and her captivating imagination.

For Julia Vance calligraphy is never far from
being both written and sculptural. Her playful pieces include a bar of music traced along
a fence covered in clinging Norwegian snow,
perhaps awaiting its ensemble for the afternoon’s chilly rehearsal. Another whimsical nod
to a gentle muse is present in an aerial photo
(a friend supplied the plane) of all the Smestad
School’s students gathered in the central courtyard forming the calligraphic figures of ‘65’ to
celebrate the year of the school’s founding.

This catalog provides numerous examples of
where her creative flights take her with marble
forms, to be sure, but also with delicate sinews of metal that imitate the hand gestures of
a musical conductor. Another ‘VI’ also appears
in multiple columns of blocks of marble. It is a
stunning, active, and lingering sculpture. Undoubtedly, there will be others with a similar
name. How exciting it will be to watch each
new work of art emerge and continue to add
lustre to Julia’s already rich canon of sculpture.

Her print calligraphy, especially books and
poems, is memorable for their sturdy blocks,
ovals, and columns fortified by bold, laces of
ribboning. Little wonder that elemental sculpture in sympathetic stone, metal, rock, slate and
marble, would ignite her interest and clarify her
passion for sculpture.

John B. Hightower (2007)

In her own words, she offers “A Little About
How I Went From 2-D to 3-D. Eventually the
depth of the relief wasn’t enough power/volumn/umf/grit/play-space for me. So I started
freeing the forms totally from a surface, becoming 3-dimentional and more like bodies or
individuals of their own.”
Julia makes it easy for us to follow the threads
of calligraphy and then slowly achieve either
delicate or muscular shape while still maintain-
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tenketid (time to think)
expression #1

Granite, h 50 x 150 x 45 cm, 2004

@, expression #2
Grey Bardiglio Marble
h 55 x 45 x 25 cm, 2008

f, expression #1
White Carrara Marble
h 108 x 92 x 40 cm, 2007

VI (we)

expression #1
White Carrara Marble
h 35 x 40 x 30 cm, 2008

MO R (mother)
expression #1
White Afyon Marble
h 69 x 41 x 54 cm, 2006

annerledes

(different)
expression #1
Larvikit Granite, 2009
h 100 x 350 x 140 cm
Comission for the
county of Larvik

tid (time)
expression #1
White Carrara Marble
h 102 x 74 x 22 cm, 2010

←
og (and)
expression #1
White Statuario Marble
h 13 x 26 x 13 cm, 2011

→
TO (two)

expression #1

White Statuario Marble
h 37 x 60 x 58 cm, 2011

HOLD

expression #2
White Carrara Marble
h 150 x 140 x 140 cm, 2013

WE-ME

expression #1
Larvikit Granite
h 140 x 145 x 80 cm, 2013

WE-ME

expression #2
Steel (3 pieces)
h 190 x 180 x 290 cm, 2014

TO (two)
expression #5
Spanish Alabaster
h 25 x diameter 54 cm, 2014

VI (us)					
expression #6
Spanish Alabaster
h 102 x 70 x 25 cm, 2014

Carving inside ‘Hold‘ / ‘horizontal o’ / ‘65’ / working on top of ‘HOLD’ / ‘love dice’ / ‘EMPTY’ / adding details on ‘annerledes’

calligraphy performance in Dubai / ‘tid’ / shaping granite / ‘og’ lying / ‘VIx5’/ ‘VI’ cube / ‘U hold ME’ / ‘VI’ in bronze

BIOGRAPHY
Solo Exhibitions
2015

Sculpture ‘HOLD’ (marble) showed in Napoleon Garden
in Holland Park (RBS), London

2011

Botanical Garden, ‘Sculpture in the Garden’, Leicester
University, England

2014

Sculpture group ‘WE-ME’ (3 pieces, steel) in front of Oslo
Central Train Station

2011

(twice) Gallery LKFF Art & Sculpture Projects, Belgium

2011

2014

‘Bending Stone’, Bærum Kunstfor., Norway

Knokke Art Fair (with Gallery LKFF Art &Sculpture
Projects), Belgium

2013

Sculpture ‘HOLD’ (marble) exhibited in front of the
Norwegian Parliament

2004
2002

Sculpture ’Tenketid’ (granite) exhibited in front of the
Norwegian Parliament

2011

Sant’Agostino, Pietrasanta, Italy

2009

RBS Studio Gallery (Royal British Society of Sculptors),
London, England

2008

The Art Academy of St. Petersburg and the Calligraphy
Museum Moscow, Russia
Rådhusgalleriet (Oslo Town Hall Gallery), Norway

Atelier Skårer, Norway

2001

Galleri Adamstuen, Norway

2008

1996

Norsk Form (Norwegian Centre of Design), Norway

2008

Bærums Værk - Sculpture Park, Norway

1992

Atelier Skårer, Norway

2007

Leichester University, Botanical Garden, ‘Sculpture
Exhibition’, England

2006-7

Bærums Værk and Aker Brygge - sculpture shows, 		
Norway

2006

Avistegnernes Hus, Norway

Group Exhibitions (extract)
2015

Palazzo Ducale, The Comune of Massa, Italy

2015

Gallery LKFF Art & Sculpture Projects, Belgium

2015

Swedish Sculptors’ Organization - jubilee exhibition,
Sweden

2014

HOLE Artcenter, Norway

2014

Udden - Sculpture Park, Sweden

2014

San’ Agostino, The Council of Pietrasanta, Italy

2013

Galerie Mark Peet Visser, Holland

2013

San’Agostino, Pietrasanta, Italy

2013

Bærums Værk - Sculpture Park, Norway

2012

Het Depot Gallery, Holland

2012

The 5th Calligraphy Biennial (by invitation) Government
of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Collections
The Municipality of Oslo - 3 sculptures (2014)
The Municipality of Bærum (2014)

Larger comissions

Work-experience and education

2012

Sculpture ‘WE-ME’ (granite) for Atlanterhavsvegen
Sculpture Park (Eide), Norway

Since 2006 Working with sculpture in Pietrasanta / Italy and Oslo /
Norway

2009

Sculpture ‘Våre små søsken’ (granite) for County of
Larvik, Norway

1997-2001 University of Oslo (HiO), teacher-training, Norway

2004

Inscription on bell-tower (concrete and lime-wood),
Holt Graveyard, Norway

2001

Twelve wall-hung inscriptions (slate) on board Hurtigruta
’MS Trollfjord’ (coastal-liner)

1994

Glass inscription in the Munch Museum’s foyer, Norway

1992

Consultancy/ inscription work for the Vigeland Museum
and the Vigeland Park

1991-1992 Roehampton Institute of Higher Education, Calligraphy
Department, England

1992

Inscriptions as part of Nils Aas’ sculpture for NRK
(Stately Norwegian Television Comp.)

1990-1991 School of Graphic Design (SFGD), Norway

Since 1993 Self-employed calligrapher with art-work and commissions,
Norway
1992

Apprentice with letter designer, calligrapher and letter
carver Tom Perkins, England

1988-1989 Sogn Craft School (SognYrkesskole), graphic production
course, Norway

Invited to competitions
2014
1995

‘Tyne Voyages’ sculpture design project, South Tyneside
Council, England

1987-1988 Sail-training ship Christian Radich, machine and deck
course, Norway
1984-1987

Tjensvoll Church, 1995

Art College (Fagerborg Videregående, Estetisk Linje),
Norway

Symposium
Film / documentary

2013

Sculpture Symposium, Os/Bergen, Norway

‘The bridge to Tuscany’ (‘Broen til Toscana’, 2013) – by film producer
Gerd Hennum

2012

Granite Sculpture Symposium, Eide, Norway

‘Making stone breathe’ (2014) – by film producer Ninja Benneche

Grants / credits
The Art Council, Commune of Oslo, Norway, 2014

The Municipality of Os (2013)
The Central Bank of Norway (2013)

Since 1993 Lecturing in letter-design and sculpture in Norway,
England and Belgium

Member of

Norwegian Illustration Foundation, 2008

‘Written Art Foundation’, Christian Boehringer, Germany (2012)

2015

The Artist Organization (Kuntnerforeningen)

Grafill, 2006

‘Heet Depot’, Sculpture Gallery, Holland (2012)

2010

Coin Design Advisory Committee, Norges Bank 		
(Norway’s Central Bank)

The Norwegian State’s 3 year work-grant for artists, 2005

2008

Royal British Society of Sculptors (RBS)

2002

Norwegian Sculpture Organisation (NBF)
board member 2005-2007

The Municipality of Larvik (2009)
John B. Hightower, former Director of MoMa, NY (2007)
* and Private collectors in Norway, Belgium, England and USA

Rotary, 1999
Wilhelmsens Rederi, 1990
Liss og Arnfinn Heies Legat, 1990

